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Update From the Organizing Committee
Gardening season is done for the year and the gardens are safely tucked in for the winter. It has been a
challenging season with every condition Mother Nature could throw at us, but overall, the iris came through
with flying colors. Time for a rest for them and for us, too.
In this issue, El Hutchison has provided us with a review of the newest iris book on the market (page 2).
We're looking to next year's summer rhizome sale (page 3). There is also an update from the AIS and
Region 21 and the AIS 2012 award winners (page 4, 5), an article on one person's experience creating a
Lasagna Garden (page 6), and the annual feature (or is that perennial???) outlining CWIS members Top
Performers for the 2012 season (page 8).
So now we look to 2013. Several events are in the planning stages. We will most likely be at Gardening
Saturday on March 23rd. The annual show date will be set early in the new year and we are looking at
either the second of third weekend in June. Final confirmation is contingent upon hall availability.
And we are working on a new and exciting initiative that has now been confirmed. Chuck Chapman has
agreed to come west and provide us with a presentation early next spring. One of Canada's premiere
hybridizers will be coming to visit us! Remember those benefits of membership we talk about? Well, this
is definitely one of them! Details as to exactly what, where and when will be provided as they are
confirmed. So stay tuned and watch your inboxes for information. Messages will come with "ADMIN:
CWIS" in the subject line.
As for events over the winter, our own B. J. Jackson will be doing a presentation entitled "Iris - The Median
Alternative" at the Manitoba Horticultural Association's winter meeting that is being held in Brandon. Her
presentation begins at 2:15 p.m. on Saturday, 19 January 2013. Also speaking that day is someone who is
no stranger to Manitoba gardeners. Just before BJ's presentation, at 1 p.m,. is Stefan Fediuk, now
Landscape Architect with the City of Windsor ON and formerly of Winnipeg. Stefan will give a
presentation on "Creating a Personal Paradise in the Garden". Contact B. J. for a copy of the program.
So sit back with the beverage of your choice and enjoy this newsletter. And thanks for everyone's help in
putting it together! We couldn't do it without you!
B. J. Jackson, jacksonb@mts.net;
Deborah Petrie, petrie@mymts.net; (or)

Jennifer Bishop, Jennifer@dataways.com;
Eleanor Hutchison, eleanore@mts.net

A Guide to Bearded Irises:
Cultivating the Rainbow for Beginners and Enthusiasts
By Kelly D. Norris, 2012 Timber Press Books
Review by: Eleanor Hutchison who writes: Kelly Norris has both a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in horticulture, is
the Editor for ‘Irises: The Bulletin of the American Iris Society’ and is also an AIS iris judge. And an all round nice guy!

How do you choose a new gardening book? Do you read the reviews, get suggestions from friends, know
the author? How about all of these?
I learned a new iris book was being written by Kelly because of the various online garden groups I belong
to, so it seemed like a longer wait than usual for the book to be published.
When it was finally new off the presses, a friend brought it along when he came to visit my garden last
spring. For just a moment, I felt my face change, much like Bilbo when he wanted the ring back! I
managed to restrain myself from snatching the book and running off with it for a few private moments!
When BJ asked me to review the book shortly after that near incident, I jumped up and down with glee!
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Fanning quickly through the pages, just looking at the many lovely photos, I was reminded how very much I
do love irises, both mine and everyone else’s. And who knew the term isarian meant ‘crazier about irises
than a normal person would think healthy’. I’m sooo beyond there!
An easy read, the book covers many topics, from the myths, where irises originated, how to grow them well,
and how to grow your own from seed. It has chapters of the many bearded classes that we can grow here on
the prairies, from miniature dwarf bearded, standard dwarf bearded and up to the tall bearded irises,
including recommendations on which irises to try.
I was so pleased to see many of my favourite irises were included in the book, and many more on my ‘gasp’
list. I enjoyed reading how Kelly and his family started Rainbow Iris Farm when he was only 15 years old.
Well written in an enthusiastic, easy to read style, I could hardly put the book down, and took so many notes
that I almost wrote out the entire book!
Come along for a colourful journey, whether you’re looking for your very first iris book or you have a large
collection of iris books already. I highly recommend Kelly’s book. It’s on my Christmas list. I’m hoping
to get the signed copy.

Limited number of signed copies in stock for the holidays. The direct link
is: http://www.rainbowfarms.net/products.cfm?ProductID=5049.
This book is also available for borrowing from the CWIS library.
Contact Len Giesbrecht at lengiesb@hotmail.com
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Membership Renewal
If your membership expired in 2012 and you haven't renewed by December 31st, this
will be your last newsletter. Contact B. J. Jackson for renewal information now!

CWIS Rhizome Sale 2013
The summer 2012 rhizome sale featuring Siberian iris was a resounding success and
now the Organizing Committee is looking forward to 2013 and to providing members
with access to more amazing irises.
Because the process begins early in the new year, we are looking for member
suggestions as who we should consider as our major supplier for 2013. Is there a
hybridizer whose work you would like to see offered next year? Do you have any wish
list from any particular commercial iris garden? If so, we want to hear from you!
Canada or the United States, we want to know what you want to see in next year's sale.
You can send your suggestions to anyone on the Organizing Committee. Please see the
first page for our contact information. Thanks!
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2012 AIS Awards
And the winners are:
THE DYKES MEDAL- FLORENTINE SILK (Keith Keppel)
THE HANS AND JACOB SASS MEDAL, IB irises - NICKEL (Paul Black)
THE WILLIAMSON-WHITE MEDAL, MTB irises - PLUM QUIRKY (Riley Probst)
THE JOHN C. WISTER MEDAL, TB irises - GYPSY LORD (Keith Keppel)
THE COOK-DOUGLAS MEDAL, SDB irises - BLUEBEARD'S GHOST (Paul Black)
THE KNOWLTON MEDAL, BB irises - CROW'S FEET (Paul Black)
THE CAPARNE-WELCH MEDAL, MDB irises - DOLLOP OF CREAM (Paul Black)
THE MORGAN-WOOD MEDAL, SIB irises - SO VAN GOGH (Marty Schafer/Jan Sacks)
THE ERIC NIES MEDAL, SPU irises - SOLAR FUSION (Lee Walker)
THE FOUNDERS OF SIGNA MEDAL, SPEC irises - Z Z ZANZIBAR (Brad Kasperek)
THE RANDOLPH PERRY MEDAL, SPEC-X irises - FOR JAY (Jill Copeland)
WALTHER CUP (Most HM votes in any category) - GINGER TWIST (Marty Schafer/Jan
Sacks) SIB
BB AWARD OF MERIT - LADY OF THE NIGHT (Paul Black)
IB AWARD OF MERIT - DAZZLING (Paul Black) and MAN'S BEST FRIEND (Paul Black)
MTB AWARD OF MERIT - RAYOS ADENTRO (Carol Morgan), RAZZLEBERRY
DRESSING (Stephanie Markham)
SDB AWARD OF MERIT - EYE OF THE TIGER (Paul Black), MAUI SUNRISE (J. T.
Aitken), YAHTZEE (Thomas Johnson), EXTRATERRESTRIAL (Marky Smith), CHEEKY
KID (Barbara & David Schmieder), DEVIL'S NIGHT (Keith Keppel), ROBIN'S NEST (Carol
Coleman/Jayme Adams)
MDB AWARD OF MERIT - ICON (Keith Keppel), STRIPLING (Marky Smith)
SIB AWARD OF MERIT - TREE OF SONGS (Marty Schafer/Jan Sacks), HUMORS OF
WHISKEY (Marty Schafer/Jan Sacks), KILAUEA (Marky Smith)
SPU AWARD OF MERIT - CASTOR RIVER (O. D. Niswonger) and SAINT PATRICK'S
GOLD (Anna & David Cadd)

IB Crow's Feet

MTB Razzleberry Dressing
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AIS & REGION 21 UPDATE
(By Ron Cosner, Director and RVP)
Weather has been fine. Still in somewhat of a drought situation in this part of the region. Don't forget this
year's spring Regional will be in Sioux City Iowa, more details to follow
The news from the fall business meeting for AIS will take up the bulk of this article. Jim Morris is our new
president, our own Region 21 Gary White is first vice president and also the new section and cooperating
society liaison, Jody Nolin is second vice president, Michelle Snyder is staying on as secretary, Dwayne
Booth is treasurer and legal counsel is Veronica Johnson. All committee chairs have remained the same. The
society for Louisiana Irises has been added as a new section.
Several matters of concern which were addressed and will be on the slate for spring meetings also are the
loss of judges, increasing membership and the 100th anniversary. Judy Keisling the judges chair will be
making some recommendations in regards to some issues with the judging program in the spring. There are
several agendas being researched for increasing membership from new programs to a membership drive.
More to follow on these. But one program that will begin with January is a voucher program for new and
upgraded membership for example adding to an existing membership. More details will follow in the
January bulletin. But some points are there currently about 10 participating hybridizers, the vouchers will be
good for bargains that could differ with each hybridizer.
Several awards or honors were bestowed at the fall meeting. Gordon Green, John Ludi, and Bob Pries were
awarded judge emeritus status. Judy Keisling and Jill Bonino were awarded the Distinguished Service
medal, the Bee Warburton medal went to Akira Horinoka from Japan, and the AIS Gold medal went to Jean
Witt. Congratulations to all!
There was some confusion around HM voting and the wording in the judges handbook for votes needed so
even this only affected a small segment of the iris family a one time change(s) have been made. The two
irises that were knocked off the HM list by late voting Dirigo Indigo and Jane M Sadler were reinstated to
the list at their original position. Any siberians or aril bred that would be falling off in 2013 from voting
consideration will still be on the list for 2013. But going forward ballots must be received within in ten days
of the posted by AIS postmarked date in order to be counted for AWARDS. However any received past that
date while not being counted for awards the judge will still receive credit for voting. Anyone confused?
Just a couple of more things. The new 2013 AIS calendars are in at the storefront. There are special deals for
bulk orders. The Dykes medal winner of any given year will also be designated the IRIS OF THE YEAR the
following year. For those of you who visit the AIS website in the bottom right corner there are three new
icons linking you to other iris websites by the AIS such as Facebook. You can either link one individually
from here or go to one and be able to link the others from there.
This is YOUR AIS AND REGION 21 please use any available resource. Please make use of the online iris
encyclopedia. We can only get better with YOUR help and input. So if you have any comments, concerns,
or questions do not hesitate to contact me in any way you feel comfortable with.
Thank you and happy gardening.
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Lasagna Gardening
By: Cathy Snell
Editor's Note: Since we gardeners are always looking for new ways to get bigger and better gardens with the least amount of
backbreaking labor involved, I thought you might be interested in this article I came across on the website of the Edmonton
Horticultural Society. The author graciously gave her permission to use the article in its entirety. Thanks to Pat Brehaut of the EHS,
too, for her assistance, too.

When my husband and I moved into our new house, one of the things that drew us to the property was the chance
to garden in the big backyard. However, it quickly became apparent how challenging it would be to try and
garden where the soil had been scraped down to clay and stone during construction with only enough topsoil
replaced to support a lawn. As I tend to do, I began researching and soon came across both ‘Lasagna Gardening’
by Patricia Lanza, and ‘Weedless Gardening’ by Lee Reich. They both sing the praises of what is also known as
sheet mulching and thanks to Lanza has become known as lasagna gardening.

What is it?
Lasagna gardening is building a garden up instead of digging it down. You layer organic materials right where
you want a garden bed and more or less – voila! – instant garden.

Intrigued by the idea, I had to try it myself.
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What did I do?
First I collected materials starting the previous fall – mostly bags of leaves from friends and from freecycle. In
spring, I collected spent mushroom compost from the mushroom farm north of Calgary and spent coffee grounds
(with filters included) from a local coffee shop. From a garden center I bought coconut coir, glacial rock dust,
and blood meal. I gathered cardboard and newspapers from friends and neighbours and tended to my own
compost bins.
When I was finally ready to start, I dug out a small trench to edge the bed and to minimize grass growing into the
bed too quickly. Then I lay down the cardboard and newspaper to smother the remaining grass and weeds.
Everything else was spread out one layer at a time, alternating between carbon rich and nitrogen rich materials
(browns and greens in the language of compost). I sprinkled on the glacial rock dust and blood meal between a
few layers and finished it all off with my most finished compost. It was quite a thick bed when done, a foot or
two, though ideally it should have been higher. Between every layer I watered thoroughly to really soak it – if
you have a dry layer it will be almost impossible to moisten in the future, won’t break down properly, and will be
a barrier to the roots of your plants.
I then planted seeds directly – corn, squash, and beans. That fall I got some squash and beans, and it even looked
like I was going to get some corn before my kids munched on them prematurely.
This year, when I began planting in spring I was thrilled to find the ‘chocolate cake’ soil that the books rave
about. It is light textured, dark coloured, fluffy and rich. I love it! So easy to plant transplants into, though I
planted mostly seeds and they took off. The organic matter has composted down and the soil is probably only six
inches to a foot higher than the surrounding ground now.
From what I’ve read, the third year is supposed to be the best for the lasagna garden so I can hardly wait to see
how it is next year.

Why lasagna garden?
There are many things I love about lasagna gardening. It is a great way to reclaim land that seems otherwise
impossible to garden – not enough topsoil, on concrete, or too many perennial weeds. It creates an almost instant
garden. The ground preparation is practically non-existent since you don’t need to do anything about underlying
sod or weeds, just cover them up with a thick layer of cardboard or newspaper and smother them out. Since you
are composting in place, it greatly increases the life of your soil and so the health of your plants. The end result is
absolutely beautiful soil. And one of my personal favorites – it allows you to make an amazing garden out of
what would often otherwise go to the landfill.

What would I do differently?
Despite how much I love my lasagna garden there are a few things I would change for next time. I would actually
edge the bed with something to keep the grass out, to hold the organic material in a bit while it is shrinking down
and make the edge of the bed more obvious since the grass loves the lasagna bed as much as my veggies do. I
would make the bed narrower since I can’t reach the fence side of the bed from the edge. And I would have
collected more material to make it higher.
The hardest part of lasagna gardening is finding sufficient organic matter to build it. However, if you’re creative
and resourceful it can cost virtually nothing, be a great use of others’ waste, and result in some of the best soil
you’ve ever grown in.
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2012 Top Performers
There were an amazing and diverse array of classes and varieties that showed up in this year's top
performers listing. For some it was a very good season, for others it was not. Len Giesbrecht (Winnipeg)
comments that it was a good year for his iris whereas Kate Brewitt (Aurora ON) writes that just 30 per cent
of her iris bloomed this year so that "any that bloomed were my favourite in the summer of 2012!". Most of
us were in between somewhere.
It has been very interesting to see the evolution of the list through the years. Check back and view the
listing from other years in previous newsletters. All previous newsletters can be accessed through the CWIS
website at http://cwis.webplus.net/page9.html.
The 2012 list of Top Performers includes 6 SDBs, 2 IBs, 2 BBs, 5 MTBs, 16 TBs and 2 Siberians. I think it
is the most diverse list yet since I started putting the list together in 2008. Only one variety received two
votes and it was a TB. The top hybridizers are Chuck Chapman (5), Alan Ensminger (3), Schreiner (3) and
Ferdinard Cayeux (2). Historic and modern and everything in between!. Some of the runners up are also
listed in the class in which they fall. The person that submitted the variety is listed along with their location.
All photos, unless otherwise indicated, are courtesy of the person making the submission.
So, I now give you the Can-West Iris Society members Top Performers list of the 2012 season!
SDB
Autumn Jester (Chapman, 2000) - Rebloomed in mid September. (El Hutchison, Ste. Ann MB)
Blue Berry Tart (Chapman, 2002) - It was not until this gem rebloomed that I paid it the attention it
deserves. An extremely well formed and developed bloom. (Tom Davies, Calgary AB area)
Forever Blue (Chapman, 1997) - Rebloomed in mid September. The first one to rebloom I ever had, back
in 1999. (El Hutchison, Ste. Ann MB)
Hoodlum (Keppel, 1996) - When looking through the pictures I took this summer, I realized that I never did
take a picture of the clump...but I did save some beepods from it! (Brenda Newton, Brandon area)
Pixie Princess (Schreiner, 1972) - Another that just won't quit. A great show every year and multiplies
exponentially. (Deb Petrie, Brandon)
Tantara (Ensminger, 1981) - A beautiful red/brown colour and has increased very nicely. (Sandy Proulx,
Winnipeg)

SDB Autumn Jester

SDB Pixie Princess
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IB
Ask Alma (Carol Lankow, 1986)) - The first year it bloomed for me and everyone raved about it. All my
blog readers (Iris of the Day) loved this one. (Sandy Proulx, Winnipeg)
Blue Eyed Blonde (Ensminger, 1987) - Always liked this one. I love those blue beards. (Len Giesbrecht,
Winnipeg)

IB Ask Alma

IB Blue Eyed Blonde

BB
Batik (Ensminger, 1985) Wow! It was called Tye Dye in his garden until identified this year. (Bryce
Cunday, Kamloops BC)
Brown Lasso (E. Buckles by David Niswonger selector, 1972) - Only 2 years in my garden and it is 5 fans
with a large number of blooms and a long bloom time. (Deb Petrie, Brandon)

ÍÍBB Batik

BB Brown
LassoÎÎ
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MTB
Ace (Lynda Miller, 1999) - It was just divided two years ago and had to be divided again this year. It
performs equally well in full sun at home as well as in part shade in the McMaster squares at the university.
For number of blooms on a stalk to length of bloom to form and quality, none can beat this one this year!
Best in show in 2012! (B. J. Jackson, Brandon MB)
Eramosa Freckles (Chuck Chapman, 2007) This one was planted three years ago and had made 18 fans in
just that time. It bloomed long and multiplied very quickly. Love the color. The contrast between the
standards and falls along with the spreckling really makes it stand out. (B. J. Jackson, Brandon MB)
Kaleidoscope (Katkamier, 1929) This is one I seem to get as a bonus with every order from HIPS. I now
have it in at least three different places. What's remarkable about it is that you never know what the pattern
is going to be on the falls. It could have just a dash of red on the falls or it could be covered in red on a
yellow background. (B. J. Jackson, Brandon MB)
Merit (Fisher, 1996) - I was quite surprised when it bloomed his first season. I was instantly mesmerized
by the speckled splendour! A ton of new growth this season. (Kirsten Kronstedt, Qu'Appelle SK)
(Runner Up Deb Petrie)
Reminiscence (Clarence Mahan, 1994) - Really impressed me with how long each flower bloomed, through
wind, rain, and that heat wave. (El Hutchison, Ste. Ann MB)
Tic Tac Toe (Tom Johnson, 2010) (Runner Up BJ)
Razzleberry Dressing (Stephanie Markham, 2004) (Runner Up BJ)

ÑÑ
MTB
Reminiscence

ÒÒ
MTB
Eramosa
Freckles

ÍÍ
MTB
Kaliedescope

ÎÎ
MTB
Merit
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TB
Cayenne Capers (Gibson, 1961) - A reliable favorite and brown. How can you lose. (Len Giesbrecht,
Winnipeg MB)
Dream of Gold (Paul Black, 1997) (Janet Rein, Regina SK)
Garden Bride (Chapman, 1998) - How could I not mention it? My stem won for the best specimen by a
Canadian Hybridizer at the CWIS show! (Sandy Eggertson, St. Andrews MB)

TB Cayenne Capers

TB Dream of Gold

Jean Cayeaux (F. Cayeux, 1931) - Historic (Janet Rein, Regina SK)
Jurassic Park (Larry Lauer, 1995) (Janet Rein, Regina SK)
Love The Sun (Blythe, 1983) I can't get enough of those buttery yellow standards and those rich, golden
falls! (Kirsten Kronstedt, Qu'Appelle SK)
Megabucks (Tompkins, 1990) (Runnerup Janet Rein)

TB Jurassic Park

TB Love the Sun

Merlot (Schreiner, 1999) This one had bloomed profusely for me since I planted it in my city garden in
2003. Then we moved.... nary a bloom nor bud until this season. But then it opened.... and bloomed... and
Bloomed... AND BLOOMED! The colours were more spectacular than I have ever remembered them.
Clearly enjoys country living! (Kirsten Kronstedt, Qu'Appelle SK)
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NOID BJs Black - because it survived a foundation repair years ago! (Naomi Wiebe, Winnipeg MB)
NOID Purple - Grew to 49 inches tall with at least 7 buds in the photo he sent. (Bryce Cunday,
Kamloops BC)
Savanah Sunset (Schreiner 2000), Father's Day gift from my daughter in 2007, bloomed for the first time
this year.... likes it hot, I guess.(Len Giesbrecht, Winnipeg MB).

TB NOID Purple

TB Savannah Sunset

Stairway to Heaven (Larry Lauer, 1992). These were from the unidentified rhizomes from the flooded bed
(4 years ago now?) and I had 2 huge clumps that decided to bloom. (Sandy Eggertson, St. Andrews MB)
Tanzanian Tangerine (Kasperek, 1994) - I picked this up at a local greenhouse last year. The tag wasn't
terribly flattering for colour, so I wasn't totally sure what to expect. On routine garden rounds the morning
of June 17, 2012, I nearly fell over! WOW was pretty much the only thing I could muster.... (Kirsten
Kronstedt, Qu'Appelle SK)
Thornbird (Monty Byers, 1988) - With all its horns ...I simply love... It is a beautiful clump now and kept
blooming and blooming... (Brenda Newton, Brandon MB area); It languished for 2 years in the nursery
bed, and I finally just took a chance and moved it last fall... Can I say wow! Three bloom stalks, 5 blooms
to a stalk, and the blooms were huge! It got a ton of comments (Sandy Eggertson, St. Andrews MB)
Vision in Pink (V. Wood, 1986) - because it survived a foundation repair years ago! (Naomi Wiebe,
Winnipeg MB)

TB Tanzanian Tangerine

TB Vision in Pink
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TB Thornbird

Voltigeur (F. Cayeux, 1934) - Historic. - (It) threw the most spectacular Iris bloom I have ever seen... Not
only did this beauty bloom for two weeks with another 4 blooms, the foliage is not so bad to look at either.
(Tom Davies, Calgary AB area)
Wabash (Mary Williamson, 1936) - Historic. This one just keeps going and going just like the energizer
bunny. I have split it for three years in a row and it just never stops showing off. (Deb Petrie, Brandon
MB)

ÎÎ
TB Voltigeur (Iris Wiki photo)

ÐÐTB Wabash
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Siberian
Dance Ballerina Dance (D. Steve Varner, 1982)- This is now a beautiful clump and it also bloomed for a
long time. I love its color. (Brenda Newton, Brandon MB area)
Dreaming Yellow (C. McEwen, 1969) - A HUGE clump has grown in only 4 years! It blooms
spectacularly and goes on for a very long time, too. (Sandy Proulx, Winnipeg MB)

SIBDance Bellerina Dance

Species
I florentina (aka TB Florentina) (See http://wiki.irises.org/bin/view/Spec/SpecFlorentina for explanation
of duality) - It is always a beauty but it was outstanding this year. (Runner Up Sandy Eggertson, St.
Andrews MB)

Runner Up I. florentina (aka TB Florentina)

Runner Up TB Megabucks
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